
10mm  12mm  6+6mm  unbreakable
safety  glass  basketball
backboard

When you are watching a wonderful basketball game, you may be
surprised： how does the glass basketball backboard withstand
the pressure of dunking again and again?

Today’s basketball backboard includes a breakaway rim with a
hinge and spring so that when a player dunks, the rim bends
downward and quickly snaps back into a horizontal position
once the player releases it.

If you want to choose a system that is going to last, gives
you the performance you expect, and looks good at the same
time, that means tempered safety glass is the best type for a
basketball backboard.

https://szdragonglass.com/screenprinted-glass-for-basketball-backboard/
https://szdragonglass.com/screenprinted-glass-for-basketball-backboard/
https://szdragonglass.com/screenprinted-glass-for-basketball-backboard/


Unbreakable  glass  backboard
production process



Tempering process

Tempering process
After edge-worked glass, then endure high temperatures around
700 degrees and cools down rapidly by strong twinjet. This
causes glass strength to increase 5 times higher, with 95 Mpa
stress.

Shenzhen  Dragon  Glass  using  a  top  A  tempering
machine—LandGlass and North Glass A3series. Our unique super
flat and spotless tempering technic which can guarantee the
best quality tempering glass.



Safety Corner

Drilling,  cutting,  and  safety  corner
process:
• Cutting: we use heavy-duty cutting machines such as Lisek,
Bottero, to ensure that the size will not be affected, and
there will be no chipping, no rough fragmentation, and edge.

• Drilling: completely install drawings and customer standards
and measure each hole.

• Desktop waterjet cutout: uses water and abrasive cutting,
smooth cuts will not produce rough, burr edges.



Silkscreen printed process

Silkscreen printing process:
Our  advanced  silk  printing  machines  can  print  accurate
patterns on the glass. Colorful silk-screened perimeter, and
target area markings.

Customizable silk screen printing color.

Product description

Production name: Screen printing tempered safety glass
Basketball backboard.



Glass thickness: 10mm, 12mm, 6+6mm
Glass  color:  clear,  ultra-clear,  color  printed  and
patterned glass all available.
Size:  914mmx914mm,  1220x914mm,  also  can  do  the
processing sizes as per customer’s requirement.
Shape:  Round, rectangular, square, and irregular shapes
are all available.
Process: Cutting, water jet cutting out, edging polish
edge, safety corner, silkscreen printing, full tempered,
laminating, packing, etc.
Quality: CE/ASTM/AS/ISO9001/BS/CE.
Packing:  Paper  interleaved,  wooden  crates/  customized
packing can be negotiated.
OEM: Provided.
Production time: 10~15 days.





Benefits  of  a  glass  basketball
backboard

1. Buoyancy
Tempered safety glass basketball backboards are more buoyant
than  other  backboards  and  therefore  give  players  a  more



professional feel when playing. The ball bounces off the glass
with ease.

2. Durable
Temped safety glass is strengthened by high temperatures make
it high strength than other materials. It is difficult to
break this kind of material and is therefore preferred by both
professionals and amateur players. You do not need to repair
the glass regularly. Once you buy, it serves you for years
without breaking.

3. Stability
Full  tempered  safety  glass  is  approximately  four  times
stronger  than  annealed  glass  of  the  same  thickness  and
configuration. When broken, it will break into many relatively
small  fragments,  which  are  less  likely  to  cause  serious
injury, do not hurt people. Glass basketball backboard table
performance,  high-temperature  resistance,  acid,  and  alkali
resistance, it is easily portable means that it can be both
indoors and outdoors. Having bad weather will not stop you
from having fun.

4. Decoration performance
You can choose the color of the basketball board you like.



Quality

Subject to BS
Subject to AS
Subject to ASTM
Subject to CE







Packing and delivery



As tempered glass backboard shows brilliant performance in
rebounding  effects,  it  meets  the  demand  of  players  on
improving their basketball skills and having competitive races
at home. Thus it is absolutely the best one for basketball
players.



Shenzhen  Dragon  Glass  provides  the  best-tempered  glass
basketball backboard, let you bringing an arena at home, you
can enjoy exciting basketball games anytime and anywhere you
want.  Them  is  worth  buying  and  has  the  excellent  working
performance.

Contact us now to get more about the basketball backboard.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/shenzhen-dragon-glass/
https://szdragonglass.com/contact/

